
The Laboratory Science Behind Next-Gen
Covid Vaccines

In early 2020, Formaspace responded to an

emergency call from GM to build factory workstations

for their new ventilator assembly plant.

Find out why the FDA approved next-

generation Covid vaccines from Moderna

and Pfizer targeting the Omicron variants

BA.4 and BA.5.

AUSTIN, TEXAS, UNITED STATES,

December 21, 2022 /

EINPresswire.com/ -- In breaking news,

the FDA just approved Moderna and

Pfizer’s next-generation Covid vaccines

targeting the Omicron variants

BA.4/BA.5. The new vaccines are

expected to become available to the

public within days.

In this Formaspace.com laboratory

research article, we look at the science behind Moderna and Pfizer’s next-generation Covid

mRNA vaccines, including some concern about the speed of the approval process.

These Omicron variants are

not only more transmissible,

but they also can create

“immune escape” infections

that evade the first-

generation mRNA vaccines.”

Formaspace

Looking back at our first article on Covid from March 2020

– Laboratories Around the World are Collaborating on a

Coronavirus Vaccine – it’s clear how much has changed. At

that time, vaccine researchers were working against a

relatively “fixed” viral target, the original SARS-CoV-2 virus

(today known as the “wild-type” of Covid, or WT).

However, in the two years since we wrote our first lab

science article on Covid, the world has experienced

successive “waves” of new Covid variants (including Alpha,

Beta, Gamma, Delta, Zeta, Mu, and Omicron) that “outcompeted” viruses in circulation to

become the newest dominant variant.

Of these, Omicron and its sub-variants have become the most easily transmitted – especially the

sub-variant BA.5, which appears to be capable of infecting individuals even when they are
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Illustration of the SARS-CoV-2 virus detailing the

distinctive spike structure; this feature has mutated

over time as different Covid variations have emerged.

Image courtesy CDC.

Shown above is a mobile cabinet for a Florida

hospital; it features a pull-out shelving storage

system and a chemical-resistant epoxy countertop.

socially distancing outdoors.

Why Are First-Generation

Moderna/Pfizer MRNA Covid Vaccines

Less Effective Against Omicron

Variants, Including BA.5?

Unfortunately, these Omicron variants

are not only more transmissible, but

they also can create “immune escape”

infections that evade the first-

generation mRNA vaccines.

Why is this?

First, a little recap on the mRNA

vaccine mechanism.

The first-generation mRNA vaccines

from Pfizer and Moderna inject RNA

molecules (encapsulated in a lipid

jacket) into the body, where they enter

cells and begin to rapidly replicate –

creating copies that mimic the

distinctive spike protein found on the

surface of the original wild-type SARS-

CoV-2 virus. These replicated RNA

molecules generate an immune

response, essentially teaching the

immune system to be prepared to fight

this new invader the next time it

encounters it.

However, new Omicron sub-variants

have mutated significantly from the

original wild-type SARS-CoV-2 virus,

especially in the spike region,

rendering the original mRNA vaccines

less effective in preventing infection.

A newly published paper in Science Immunology maps out the “antigenic cartography” of the

different Covid variants, confirming that Omicron sub-variants BA.1 and BA.2 are significant

antigenic outliers as compared to previous all variants – in other words, the obvious



characteristics (such as the “spike” protein structure) have changed so much that the original

first-generation mRNA vaccines are “training” the immune system to look for the wrong thing.

Another recent paper published in Nature sought to quantify the specific changes to the

molecular surface of the different Omicron sub-variants. The researchers found that BA.1

variants had three mutations to the spike (L452Q, L452R, and F486V) that foiled antibodies from

the mRNA vaccines or those generated naturally from previous pre-Omicron infections.

Frustratingly, researchers found the BA.4/BA.5 variants changed the game again. These variants

have further mutations (S371F, D405N, and R408S) that not only evade pre-Omicron antibodies

(whether naturally occurring or elucidated via vaccines) but ALSO evade antibodies generated

from a naturally occurring BA.1 infection.

In other words, becoming infected with BA.1 does not appear to give people as much immune

protection from a later BA.4/BA.5 infection as you might expect.

This could explain how some unfortunate individuals can experience multiple bouts of Covid –

these might be caused by exposure to different variants over time. The situation is further

complicated by the tendency of the human immune system to retain a high immune reaction to

the very first Covid infection encountered, a phenomenon known as “original antigenic sin.”

Why Have So Many Covid Variants Arisen So Quickly? The Answer May Be Long-Covid Patients.

Why have so many Covid variants arisen so quickly?

One explanation is that this should be expected – viruses typically mutate over time to survive.
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